[The calculation of transitions 4s(2)4p-4s4p(2), 4s(2)4p-4s(2)5s, 4s(2)4p-4s(2)4d, 4s4p(2)-4p(3) and 4p(3)-4s(2)5s energy levels, wavelengths and oscillator strengthes in Ga-like ions from Z X-Rh XV].
In this paper, the 4s(2)4p, 4s(2)4d, 4s4p(2), 4p(3) and 4s(2)5s configuration's energy level structures, and configuration interactions in Ga-Like from Ga I-Xe XXIV ions are analysed in theory. The law of isoelectronic series is given. By using our fitted formula, the energies of Tc XIII ion 4s(2)4p, 4s4p(2) and 4s(2)5s configurations are predicted by interpolation, the energies of Tc IIIX-Rh XV ions 4p(3) and 4s(2)4d configurations are predicted by extrapolation. Wavelengths and oscillator strengthes (HXR theoretical calculation) of transitions 4s(2)4p-4s(2)4d, 4s(2)4p-4s4p(2), 4s(2)4p-4s(2)5s, 4p(3)-4s(2)5s and 4s(2)4p-4p(3) are given. The deviations of predictive energy levels from ob served values are less than 100cm(-1).